
 

 

President’s Report AGM 2018.03.19 

 

Stitching and Beyond was incorporated May 22, 2017, and I have the honour of being the first 

person to hold the role of president under our new banner, Stitching and Beyond Inc.  

 

That said, life simply goes on for us much the same way as it always has. Firstly I would like to 

thank all of our volunteers for the untold hours that they put in to ensure the smooth running of 

our group - exhibitions, website updating, regular Latest News publication, Workshop organisation 

as well as various Committee roles. 

 

We have continued to hold monthly meetings every third Monday at Kingston LINC, and on the 

Thursday or Sunday of the first week of the month at the Friends’ Art Studio, North Hobart. All 

meetings have been well attended, and members enjoyed sharing the textile knowledge and 

creations of others at these meetings, as well as indulging in some textile related explorations of 

“what might happen if…”.  

 

Our Biennial exhibition,  Out of Hand,  was held at the Long Gallery in September 2017, and was 

hugely successful – so many people came through and admired the stunning exhibits. The associated 

Textisle Bazaar was a huge success as well, thanks to the massive effort of the volunteers on our 

Exhibition Committee. 

 

Membership peaked at 214 by the end of last year and currently stands at 154. Acquiring members 

is not our priority, but we certainly welcome anyone who wishes to join and explore any facet of 

textiles. We especially encourage acquiring knowledge in technique and artistic expression. We do 

this by sharing experiments and discussion, as well as by hosting tutors with a range of specialties. 

 

Workshops remain very popular and we have hosted some wonderful international, interstate and 

local tutors since incorporation: ShirleyJohnson (crochet), Richard Klekociuk (coloured pencil art), 

Leiko Uchiyama (felting) and Eszter Bornemisza (quilt art/mixed media). Our reputation as a 

creative hotspot is enhanced by the input of such people in a very diverse range of interests and 

the outcome is easily seen in the quality of the art shared by members at meetings and exhibitions.  

 

We have launched our 2018 Challenge, Spice of Life, so we look forward to sharing and exhibiting 

members’ creations again, although with the demise of Tasmanian Regional Arts, it is doubtful that 

we can travel the collection to regional Tasmania. 

 

When occasions arise, we support other textile groups with donations of cash prizes. Last year we 

donated to the Tasmanian Quilting Guild, the Art Quilt section at Island Quilts. 

 

May the growth of our textile endeavours maintain their current impetus in the forthcoming year of 

Stitching and Beyond Inc.. 

 

Chris Hussey 

President, Stitching and Beyond Inc. 

 


